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All About eLearning

• Content Vs Platform | Courses, Assessments, Technology (LMS)

• Very Effective For Knowledge Acquisition | Tune the experience to the learner

• Skills Development | Build underlying foundation, support decision-making

• Blended Is Best | Uses appropriate mechanisms for what is being taught
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Maritime Training and Assessment Challenges

• Reliance on F2F/Mentorship | Training 
and assessment varies by trainer. 

• Lack of Consistency | Traditional training 
models that lack standardization 

• Absence of Metrics | Impossible to 
measure and improve training 
effectiveness

• Complex Operations | Regulatory 
environment with increasingly 
sophisticated equipment and processes

• Training is Separate | Courses are 
outside of standard workflows
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Training and Assessment – Core Principles

Ensure Consistency 
and Objectivity Unlock Insights

Assess Everything
and Everywhere

Individual trainers and 
assessors introduce 

variability into the process. 
Structured approaches 

improve standardization in 
training and give reliable 

metrics.

Traditional methods focus 
on completion - valuable 

data is lost. The right tools 
are needed to reveal 

insights into strengths and 
weaknesses for continuous 

improvement.

Training and assessment 
need to occur while 

activities are underway 
(courses, drills, exercises), 
even when these activities 

happen in remote locations. 

If you can’t measure it, 
then you can’t manage it.
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Marine Learning Systems Approach

Combine eLearning with face-to-face instruction
Allow trainers to be used as effectively as possibleBlended Learning 

Test Knowledge 
Online

Expert Evaluation 

Skills Assessor 

Career Navigator 

Randomized self-tests and formal exams 
Prove that materials are truly understood

Standardized, electronic checklists 
Ensure efficient, consistent and rigorous assessments

Electronic clipboard captures robust data in-task 
Assess hard-skill performance objectively and consistently

Competency and career progression system
Encourage development and ensure succession 

Safety and performance optimization requires a structured, practical, 
and insights-based approach to training and assessment.
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Learning Management System
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Learning Management System
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Self Tests / Exams
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Training Records
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Awarding/Managing Certificates

Andrew Stuart
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Insights into Crew Assessments
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Insights into How to Improve Materials
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Recording & Assessing Drills

• Track, record and report on drill participation

• Immediate logging of information into system:

• Identify participants

• Grade on specific performance markers

• Can happen on-board vessel with no Internet

• Reduce workload and reliable records
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BC Ferries Safety Program Results

• Transformation of 
training – deployed 
blended learning to 
make job shadowing 
standardized and 
efficient. 

• Structured Training 
and Assessment
became a critical part 
of their just culture

• Identify training 
problems before 
performance or safety 
is affected
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Thank You!

Peter@MarineLS.com


